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CLOUD SECURITY AND COMPLIANCE: 

Enforce Continuous 
Compliance and Secure Your 
Cloud Infrastructure
The rapid adoption of cloud technologies has brought the 

importance of security and compliance to the forefront. 

Many organizations are moving to the cloud so they can 

scale and innovate without being constrained by physical 

limitations. However, in an environment where infrastructure 

change is constant, the process of monitoring, auditing 

and remediating infrastructure misconfigurations is 

impossible to scale manually. Consequently, the risk of 

security breaches and compliance violations resulting from 

configuration drift has increased exponentially.

Fugue, a cloud infrastructure automation and security 

solution, identifies and eliminates cloud risks. Fugue 

provides real-time inventory of your cloud environment, 

automated remediation for configuration drifts, and 

continuous compliance with standards including GDPR, 

HIPAA, NIST 800-135 and CIS Benchmark.

of organizations cited 

human error as the main 

contributor for missing or 

miscategorizing critical 

misconfiguration events.
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Continuous Compliance:
Mapping your cloud infrastructure configurations to compliance 

frameworks including GDPR, HIPAA, NIST 800-135, and CIS can 

be challenging. Fugue provides a library of out-of-box policies  

to run against your cloud infrastructure and check for 

compliance. The platform continuously monitors for violations 

to these policies and automatically reverts any policy violations 

back to a known compliant state within minutes.

Assurance of Security:
Security is challenging in a dynamic cloud environment due 

to lack of visibility and control over changes. With Fugue, 

infrastructure configurations are verified for compliance with 

security or compliance policy prior to deployment. If they are 

found to violate policy, an alert will be generated and the cloud 

resource(s) in violation will not be deployed. 

If unauthorized changes are discovered after deployment, 

Fugue’s automated remediation capability will revert all 

unauthorized changes back to a previously known good state 

within minutes. This ensures that your infrastructure is always 

secure and in compliance. Organizations that are simply 

monitoring their cloud environments for policy violations could 

easily be inundated with alerts that provide little context, which 

makes it difficult to assess the alerts and leads to delays in 

remediating the violations.

About Fugue  

Fugue, a leader in cloud infrastructure automation and security, provides solutions to ensure that enterprise and public agencies cloud 
resources are always provisioned according to a single source of truth—and stay that way throughout the resources’ lifetime. Fugue is 
privately held and headquartered in Maryland. Fugue was names a Cool Vendor in Cloud Computing 2017 by Gartner.

Audit Reporting:

Audits and proof of compliance can be time consuming.  
Auditing is made simpler with Fugue. Fugue’s out-of-the-box 
compliance libraries and documentation enable companies to 
validate the policies that they have in place. Companies can  
easily show that they are enforcing and maintaining compliance 
for a particular standard.

Secure Your Cloud Infrastructure: 

Security and compliance in the cloud requires a different way  
of thinking. 

Fugue provides a powerful automated solution that leverages all 
the benefits of the cloud while providing a secure and compliant 
infrastructure. Our automated remediation feature reverts all 
policy and security violations back to a good known state without 
manual intervention. Fugue ensure that your infrastructure is 
secure and compliant.


